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The Carmelites' role as one of the four great mendicant orders was not unchallenged.
Originating as an association of hermits on Mount Carmel, the order experienced a dramatic
transformation in the thirteenth century while its name was a reminder to origins which were
obscure and its first form of religious life was diametrically opposed to the mendicant ministry.
In addition the 'White Friars' were unable to find legitimization in a charismatic founder figure,
unlike the Franciscans and the Dominicans. These factors led the Carmelites to create an
identity finding their roots with the prophets Elijah and Elisha, who appear in texts and were
represented in altar pieces and other works of art. The ten articles published in this volume
address these underlying issues and deal with the order's historiography as well as its regional
representation in different phases of its history. The authors are historians and art historianssome of them members of the Carmelite community-who are working as academics and
specialise in the comparative history of religious orders. (Series: Vita regularis-Orders and
interpretations of religious life in the Middle Ages / Vita regularis-Ordnungen und Deutungen
religiosen Lebens im Mittelalter. Abhandlungen, Vol. 68) [Subject: Religious Studies, History]
For many decades, the LGBTQ+ community has been plagued by strife and human rights
violations. Members of the LGBTQ+ community were often denied a right to marriage,
healthcare, and in some parts of the world, a right to life. While these struggles are steadily
improving in recent years, disparities and discrimination still remain from the workplace to the
healthcare that this community receives. There is still much that needs to be done globally to
achieve inclusivity and equity for the LGBTQ+ community. The Research Anthology on
Inclusivity and Equity for the LGBTQ+ Community is a comprehensive compendium that
analyzes the struggles and accomplishments of the LGBTQ+ community with a focus on the
current climate around the world and the continued impact to these individuals. Multiple
settings are discussed within this dynamic anthology such as education, healthcare, online
communities, and more. Covering topics such as gender, homophobia, and queer theory, this
text is essential for scholars of gender theory, faculty of both K-12 and higher education,
professors, pre-service teachers, students, human rights activists, community leaders,
policymakers, researchers, and academicians.
This original collection abandons culinary nostalgia and the cataloguing of regional cuisines to
examine the role of food and food marketing in constructing culture, consumer behavior, and
national identity.

This book explores how Shakespeare is still alive as a global cultural icon, on the 400th
anniversary of his death.
Nelson's School Dictionary has been one of the most popular dictionaries used in
Caribbean schools for many years.
How have Handel's 'lives' in biographies and histories moulded our understanding of
the musician, the man and the icon?
New Living Translation Gift Bibles offer today's most popular features, including book
introductions, a dictionary/concordance, full-color presentation pages and maps, and a durable
binding at an affordable price. Perfect for individual gift giving or for churches. The New Living
Translation is an authoritative Bible translation, rendered faithfully into today's English from the
ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT's scholarship and clarity breathe life into
even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages—but even more powerful are stories of
how people's lives are changing as the words speak directly to their hearts.
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Since 1957, Chase's Calendar of Events lists everything worth knowing and celebrating for
each day of the year: 12,500 holidays, national days, historical milestones, famous birthdays,
festivals, sporting events and more. "The Oxford English Dictionary of holidays." NPR's Planet
Money.
Coins of BELARUS 1901-2015 (05/2015 in COLOR) from a series "Coins of Europe Catalog
1901-2015" for a Smartphones! (English e-version) Pictures of every coin, description, weight,
size, metal composition and fair market value of coins based on average or lowest prices from
recent auctions. Prices in Euro. I have added new interactive options. Now you can use search
option and store your personal notes!! You can also download from my website FREE of
charge smaller chapters (e.g. Albania, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Iceland, Ireland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Liechtenstein,Luxemburg, Macedonia, Malta, Moldawia, Monaco, Montenegro,
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia...) from newest -"Coins of Europe, Catalog 1901-2014/15"
(Prepared for the Smartphones, tablets or laptops). Please check also my other e-catalogs.
Clients who buy e-catalogs will also receive updates (2-3 times a year)!! Thank you! Tomasz
Kosinski numiKOs

1876-1891 include reports on the internal commerce of the United States,
referred to in letters of transmittal as "the volume on commerce and navigation."
As the digital world assumes an ever-increasing role in the daily life of the public,
opportunities to engage in crimes increase as well. The consequences of cyber
aggression can range from emotional and psychological distress to death by
suicide or homicide. Cyber Harassment and Policy Reform in the Digital Age:
Emerging Research and Opportunities is a critical scholarly resource that
examines cyber aggression and bullying and policy changes to combat this new
form of crime. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as antibullying programs, cyberstalking, and social exclusion, this book is geared
towards academicians, researchers, policy makers, and students seeking current
research on cyberstalking, harassment, and bullying.
Staff Selection Commission (SSC) is an organization under Government of India
to recruit staff for various posts in the various Ministries and Departments of the
Government of India and in Subordinate Offices. Sub Inspector CPO is a national
level exam. The exam is conducted to recruit eligible candidates for the posts of
Sub Inspector in Delhi Police, Sub Inspector in CAPFs, Assistant Sub Inspector
in CISF, Inspector posts and Sub Inspector Posts. The SSC CPO exam can be a
great opportunity for those who wish to join Delhi Police and some of the best
paramilitary forces of India (CRPF, BSF, CISF, ITBP and SSB).
Presents a compilation of practical advice and folklore, featuring weather forecasts for the
United States, planting tables, health remedies, horoscopes, recipes, games and puzzles and
other entertaining and useful information, all in an attractive layout with dozens of full-color
pages.
Vols. for 1898-1968 include a directory of publishers.
This monograph aims at bringing out a comprehensive collection of information on bamboo
varieties in South Asia. The main focus of this book is to address the ecological and economic
significance of bamboos. Bamboo is a versatile group of plants, capable of providing
ecological, economic and livelihood security to the people. In the tropics, especially the rural
areas in different countries of South Asia, most of the houses are made of bamboos. In the
hilly areas of Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal and India, the tribal people take bamboo shoots as
one of their major food items since prehistoric days. With palatable shoots and grass like
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leaves bamboo plants have also been liked by many herbivore animals, such as, elephants,
the wild cattle, Indian Bison, and some species of deer. The red-panda in the Himalayas, and
primates, pigs, rats and mice, porcupines, and squirrels are also incidental feeders on
southeast Asian bamboos. There has been a growing awareness in recent years about the
values of bamboo being an important means of economic growth and for improving the socioeconomic conditions of the rural poor. Bamboo as an industrial material can substitute wood
and that to at low cost. Due to increasing demand and squeezing of bamboo area the plants
have been overexploited and the quality and quantity of resource alarmingly getting depleted.
Besides many new bamboo based industries have come up which also urgently require
uninterrupted supply of species wise bamboo resource. The south Asia region has bestowed
with more than 300 bamboo species with enormous diversities at species, ecological and
genetical level. A number of bamboo species are found common among countries of the region
selected for various utilization potentials having wide range of ability to adjust environmental
conditions of these countries and thus prioritized for cultivation. Both government and private
planters in the region have started allocating funds, land and other logistics to raise large scale
plantation of desired bamboo species. This book has been drafted to find out answers of the
most pertinent queries based on the field observations on each of the bamboo species and
knowledge learnt from the indigenous people living with bamboos in different parts of southeast and south Asian countries. This monograph would be interesting and useful to bamboo
professionals, foresters, horticulturists, field level extension workers, nurserymen, planters,
industrial entrepreneurs, ecologists, and valuable source of reference to the relevant
researchers and students in the region.
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